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ABSTRACT 

Recent data on 7;* photoproduction at 3.4 GeV are used to investigate 

the nature of the amplitudes contributing to these processes. It is found 

that a large amplitude corresponding to natural-parity G = +I eschangs is 

necessary to exp1ai.n the data, even in the region t z -0.6 Ge-V2 where 

Reggeized p exchange must vanish. This implies a large contribution from 

some p’ trajectory or from cnts, absorption, etc. The large G = -i-l exchange 

amplitzclc needed to explain the ~r-/a’ ratio is only marginally consjsit‘nl; wi:iih 

the vector domij;al:ce model. 

(Submitted to Phys. Rev. Letters) 



Considerable experimental data have recently been obtained for the processes 

YP - 7T+n, 

yn- 7i -P * 

(1) 

(2) 

Differential cross sections have been measured from 2 or 3 GeV up to 16 GeV,l 

and polarized beam experiments’ have measured the asymmetries (principally 

at 3.4 GeV) 

c- = 5 - 5 

( ) 
a* +c Ii yn--.rr-p 

(4) 

where al (o,, ) is the differential cross section measured with the y ray linearly 

polarized perpendicular to (in) the plane of production. Although this is still far 

from being a complete set of experiments, the general character of the amplitudes 

can be determined and any theory hoping to describe these processes must show 

this character . 

At high energies the parity-conserving amplitudes T* 
X3h4, ‘$2 

of Gell- Mann 

et al.3 correspond to definite quantum numbers when viewed from the t channel; -- 

these quantum numbers are found from the NN coupling4 and the results are shown 

in Table I together with the corresponding A i amplitudes of Ball. 5 Particles having 

these quantum numbers are also shown in Table I; since one unit of charge must be 

exchanged in the t channel for processes 1 and 2, only the I = 1 particles are 

shown. Elementary-particle-exchange or Regge-pole-exchange diagrams con- 

tribute to the amplitudes as indicated by Table I; absorption effects, Rcgge cuts, 

etc. will contribute terms to other amplitudes as well. 
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I 

At high energies the differential cross section for Itll<< s is’given by 

da 1 
dt= 32n [A412 ] +[pl + q2 + ItI /Ag/Z]j * (5) 

The terms in the first and second square brackets correspond to P(-l)J = + 1 and 

-1 (natural and unnatural parity) exchanges, respectively. At t = 0 only the A1 

amplitude contributes and it contributes equally to the natural and unnatural parity 

exchanges; this is just the famous conspiracy condition. 

.-- --- 
To better keep track of the amplitudes we introduce a set of mnemonics; for ___ _ 

example, we denote by the symbol 7i that part of the TLo rl amplitude corresponding 
22 

to G = - 1 exchange in the t channel. This amplitude includes not only the 

one-pion-exchange term, but also other exchange terms for particles or trajectories 

with the appropriate quantum numbers as well as contributions from cuts, etc. 

We then rewrite the r+ cross section as 

Note that the natural parity amplitudes, rc and p, are combinations of TliL1 
22 

and ?? 1. 1 
2 

1 ; because of this there may be less ncp interference than implied by 
-2 

Eq. 6. Also, AI henceforth refers to A1 meson exchange and not to Ball’s 

amplitude. Equations 5 and 6 emphasize the fact that in general one does not 

expect the maximum interference between the G = +l and -1 amplitudes which 

(7) _ 

in terms of the vector dominance model. Indeed, to get this maximum interference 

not only must the G = +l and -1 ampli.tudes have zero relative phase, but the relative 

amount of these amplitudes must be the same in all four terms of Eq. 5. 
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For rIT- photoproduction the relative signs of the G = -1 and G = +1 amplitudes 

change. Furthermore, at high energies only the natural-parity exchange terms 

contribute to crl and unnatural-parity terms contribute only to CT,, . 7 Normalizing 

the 7riTs cross section to unity then yields the four equations 

_ .‘-.*i ._.. P2 =-R- 
I I 

1+x- 
2 

(8) 

1~ + B12 + IAll = + 

. 

1~ - B12 + 1”i” = R1 -F- * 

-‘-The experimental results lT2 fojr R, c+ and c- are given in-Table II for k = 3.4 GeV. 

We first examine the unnatural-parity amplitudes. The width of the sharp 

forward peak in the T’ cross section is about At = rnz and it is natural to assume 

that one pion exchange is important in this region. It has been suggested8 that 

B conspiracy as well as 7~ conspiracy might be important at t = 0. The experimental 

value R = 1.05 f 0.09 obtained by the DESY group at k = 3.4 GeV, t = -0.003 GeV shows 

that, to within experimental uncertainty, no G = +l and -1 interference is necessary; 

if the 7i and B amplitudes were relatively real, the above number would give a ratio 

for the amplitudes B/?T = 0.01 f 0.02. Table II shows that l?‘f -f- B12 - In - B12 = 0 

to within the uncertai.nties at 1 tl = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 GeV2; J. e., just as at t = 0, 

the data do not require interference between G = +l and -1 unnatural-parity ampli- 

tudes in this t region. Although appreciable 13 exchange could be present 90’ out 

of phase with the T amplitude, the vector dominance model suggests that this is 

not the case and certainly the simplest assumption is that the unnatural-parity, 

” 
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G - -tl amplitude does not contribute, B = 0. This lcavcs 1~1~ + 1 AlI2 as the 

unnatural-parity contribution and at the moment we have no way of distinguishing 

the relative amount of the two amplitudes. Again, simplicity would argue A1 = 0 

and the % amplitude calculated under this assumption is listed in Table III. 

Turning now to the natural-parity exchange amplitudes, IT, -f- PI2 # /xc - PI2 

at all three momentum transfers (see Table II), a large 7ic p interference term being 

required to explain the data. A limit can be placed upon the relative phase C$ between ._.. 

the 7ic and p amplitudes: 

cos 4,, = 1 + c’ - R(l + c-) 
. 1 + c+ + R(1 + C-) ’ 

(9) 

This maximum phase angle is shown in Table III; for Q = @,,, 11~~1 =Ip/ and this value 

is also shownin Table III. 

There are two reasons for believing the natural-parity G = 1-1 exchange ampli- 

tude to be small. In Regge-pole theory p-trajectory exchange w~oulcl be expected 

to give the dominant contribution to this amplitude. Since the upper pion photopro- 

duction vertex always involves a unit change of helicity, the p-exchange amplitude 

must go to zero at the point where o+,= 0, whi.ch from the analysis 9 of other processes 

is between ItI = 0.5 and 0.6 GeV2, The only other candidate listed in Table I for 

this amplitltde is ~~(1660); unfortunately this resonance may well be on the same 

trajectory as the P. Thus, a large natural-parity G = -f-l exchange amplitude ncnr 

t =: -0. 6 l~ould force one to conclude that either some unknown p’ trajectory is 

dominant10 or t.hat absorption or cul;s, etc. are important. 11 The second reason 

for wanting a small p esc?lnnge amplitude comes from the vector dominance model 

ii1 ivhich the coupling of the photon to the w (leading to G = tl, exchangej is much 

wcl?l;er 12 than the y p coupling (G = - 1 exchange). 
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The smallest value for the natural-parity G -7 +l exchange amplitude is obtained 

under the assumption of maximum interference with the G = -1 amplitude; the 

results of this maximum rco interference assumption are shown in Table III. 13 

At all three t values a substantial natural-parity G = +l amplitude is required; 

using the errors quoted by the experimentalists, p # 0 by 6 to 10 standard deviations. 

Near t = -0.6 the ratio of natural-parity amplitudes, G = t-l/G = -1, is about 0.4 

and does not show any rapid variation with t as would be expected from p-trajectory 

exchange. 14 

The vector-dominance-model comparison is made difficult by the lack of 

experimental data on the process ‘Ir+n --top; in particular, there are no values for 

the density matrix as a function of momentum transfer. To test whether the present 

data are consistent in this model we have calculated 15 

/pi2 f$ (w-+~+n) 
=2 da (a+n--op) gYw dt 

(10) 

where Ipi2 is the maximum-interference value. As shown in Table III, the values 

so obtained for p!$ are larger than the maximum value of l/2 at It/ = 0.4 and 

0.6 GeV2, 
16 but the errors are too large to allow a definite conclusion. Additional 

data on *+n--+-wp are needed to determine whether a discrepancy exists. 17 

The principal conclusions which can be drawn from the present pion photo- 

production data (k = 3.4 GeV) are the following: 

1. Amplitudes corresponding to both natural and unnatural parity exchange 

in the t channel are required for It 1 .I 0.6 GeV2. 

2. No significant interference is observed between the amplitudes corresponding 

to G =.+l aud - 1 unnatural-parity exchange in the range 1 t 1 < 0.6 GeV2. Since 37 

exchange appears important near t = 0, the most economical assumption would be 

t.hat. there is no sjgnificant G = +1 unnatural-parity exchange. 
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3. Interference bchveen amplitudes corresponding to G = -tl and - 1 natural- 

parity exchanges is required by the data in the region rnis j tl 5 0.6 GeV2. The most 

prominent candidate for the G = t-1 amplitude is p exchange, but in the Regge Model 

cyp goes through zero in this region and the p exchange amplitude goes to zero; this 

implies that some other contribution must be important: a p’ trajectory or cuts, 

absorption, etc. 

4. At 1 tl = 0.4 and 0.6 GeV2 the data require more G = -i-l exchange than is 

predicted by the vector dominance model, but the uncertainties are large and more 

data on r+n----up are required before a definite conclusion can be drawn. 
.__.. .._____. -_- ..__ __ ._-._. .--_ __ 

The author is grateful for useful discussions with Drs. Frank Henyey, 

Haim Harari and @red Gilman. -- 
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TABLE I 

PHOTOPRODUCTION AMPLITUDES AND PARTICLES CORRESPOINDING 

TO THE t-CHANNEL QUANTUM NUMBERS OF THE AMPLIT.UDES 

Parity Conserving Ball 
Amplitudes Amplitudes 

t-Channel 
Quantum Numbers 

P(-l)J (-1)‘GP 

Corresponding 
Particles 

G = -1 G =+I 

-+ f ..l.& A.1 -2MA4 -!- + _ __ ‘rrc3.nNt1016)9A2 ~~,$(1660) 

-- 
f 10% -Al---W2 B 

--f f 11 102-2 2Mi11- tA4 + + ~c9~N(1016),A2 P,~N(1660) 
. 

-- 
f 103-g A3 + A1 

Note’: (a) nc may be identical to the fi state 7rN(1016) 

. (b) The value of (-1)‘GP for ~~(1640) is not known and 

it could be associated with the A1 instead of the ?r. 



TABLEII 

EXPERIMENTALRESULTSFOR k= 3.4GeVANDTHECORRESPONDINGVALUES 
FORTHEAMPLITUDES -&+n)NORMALIZEDTOUmYATEACHt 1 

-t R z+ c- 

GeV2 _.. ._ 

0.2 0.55stO.05 0.85-10.11 0.34-40.15 0.92iO.06 0.37&0.06 0.08ztO.06 0.18*0.05 -O.lO-+O.OS 

0.4 0.32*0.03 0.63*0.11-0.2OiO.20 0.82ztO.06 0.13&0.04 0.18~0.06 0.19iO.04 -0.01-10.07 

0.6 0.37iO.03 0.77ztO.13 -0.08iO.20 0.88*0.07 0.17iO.04 0.12*0.07 0.2OiO.04 -0.08=kO.O8 

. 
-. - . _- -. _ -. - -- _. 

. 



TABLE III : 

RELATIVE PWTOPRODUCTION, +MPLITUDES UNDER, J+RlOuS ASSUMPTIONS _ - . _ _, _, 

- ?r+n) NORMALIZED TO UNITY AT EACH t 1 
-t 7r 7r =p 

GeV2 (B=A1=O) (%r p4nax I III c C (@@ma& 

_ ---.-- - -- 
0.2 0.36i-0.05 '-.64'i4' 0,57io104 

l-l.4 -. O.-43lto.04 "'44Os6'. -O.-&&O.04 

0.6 0.40&0.05 47'&6' 0.5lio.04 

J 
7r c P r+n-+wp 

cP=O) (9=0) (iroms eq. 10) 

_ . -.- - 
0.7SiO.il3 -0.1SstO.03 .- 0.36~~0.21 

0.63iOiO3 .0.27&0.03 .-0.75fO.40 

0.67~~0.03 0.26ztO.03 0.83tO.44 

w ._.. .--- - - - . ..--. 

. 


